


2The Pittsburgh Principles

A shift is underway in how 
the world looks at learning. 
In cities and suburbs, small 
towns and rural villages, 
communities are beginning 
to see all the people, places, 
resources, and experiences 
that help young people 
learn as part of a learning 
ecosystem. 
A group of middle schoolers work with a conservation agency 
to restore a local wetland habitat as a capstone project for their 
biology class. An art teacher learns to code at a hackathon hosted 
by a local tech company, then brings those skills back to her 
students with a lesson on interaction design. A high school senior 
earns school credit and gains professional experience apprenticing 
with an IT technician. A small business owner becomes a mentor to 
an aspiring teen entrepreneur. A city council establishes a parallel 
youth advisory council.

Scenes like these show what’s possible when we recognize all of a 
community’s assets and resources as part of the learning ecosystem 
that supports learners on their journey to the future. The elements  
of effective learning ecosystems can be found in every community.  
By connecting and supporting them, we can transform learning.
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What Is a  
Learning Ecosystem?
The National Research Council defines a learning ecosystem 
as “the dynamic interaction among individual learners, 
diverse settings where learning occurs, and the community 
and culture in which they are embedded.”

On a theoretical level, a learning ecosystem is a way of 
understanding learning as something that happens across 
a wide variety of times, places, and contexts. A learning 
ecosystem is a metaphor for all the people, places, and 
experiences that contribute to lifewide, lifelong learning.

On a practical level, a learning ecosystem includes 
the schools and early learning centers, museums and 
libraries, community centers and public parks, afterschool 
and summer programs, internships and mentorships, 
and everyday encounters where learning happens in a 
community. 

Looking ahead to a future of challenges unprecedented in 
both complexity and novelty, it’s easy to see why learning 
ecosystems have been gaining global attention. Where 
prevailing systems of education emphasize school alone, 
learning ecosystems see school as one important node in 
a complex web of learning experiences. Where traditional 
in-school and out-of-school divisions isolate teachers, 
librarians, mentors, and other educators from one another, 
learning ecosystems connect and coordinate the many caring 
adults who help young people learn. And where conventional 
ideas about education are the result of a mix of history and 
happenstance, learning ecosystems evolve with intention, 
aiming to solve problems and shift paradigms. 

These inherent qualities make learning ecosystems a 
powerful way to transform how communities structure and 
support learning experiences for young people. 

Why Learning Ecosystems? 
In recent years, communities around the world have 
rediscovered the collective potential of learning ecosystems 
and have taken steps to support and enhance their impact 
on young people. In the US, support is growing at the 
federal and state level. In 2022, the Strengthening STEM 
Ecosystems Act provided funding for ecosystems that bring 
business, education, and community organizations together 
to collectively inspire and engage millions in STEM education 
and job training. The state government of Pennsylvania has 
provided multiple rounds of funding for ecosystems since 
2018 through PAsmart. Around the world, scholars have 
documented dozens of learning ecosystems from Dublin 
and Singapore to Medellín and Christchurch. The World 
Innovation Summit for Education (WISE) has recognized 
learning ecosystems as a way to shift the purpose of 
education to a more holistic conception of human thriving.

Faced with the wicked problems of today and the unknowable 
complexities of tomorrow, it’s easy to see why the learning 
ecosystem concept has gained global attention. Rather than 
prescribing specific interventions, learning ecosystems 
focus on the context in which those interventions take place. 
Instead of asking “How can we change this practice?” or 
“How can we improve this metric?”, learning ecosystems 
encourage us to ask “How can we arrange our community’s 
resources to best support learning?” 

By building networks of relationships, ecosystems connect 
learners to a broader network of support. 

By recognizing that learning happens everywhere, 
ecosystems validate diverse learning experiences.

By blending local wisdom and global expertise, ecosystems 
drive more equitable innovation.

Most of all, by making learning everyone’s concern, 
ecosystems spur our collective imagination about what 
learning could be.
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